Hailey-Hailey disease is an autosomal genetic disease caused by mutations in one of the two ATP2C1 alleles encoding the secretory pathway Ca 2+ /Mn 2+ -ATPase, hSPCA1. The disease almost exclusively affects epidermis, where it mainly results in acantholysis of the suprabasal layers. The etiology of the disease is complex and not well understood. We applied a yeast based complementation system to characterize fourteen disease-causing ATP2C1 missense mutations in presence or absence of wild type ATP2C1 or ATP2A2, encoding SERCA2. In our yeast model system, mutations in ATP2C1 affected Mn 2+ transport more than ca 2+ transport as twelve out of fourteen mutations were unable to complement Mn 2+ sensitivity while thirteen out of fourteen to some extent complemented the high Ca 2+ requirement. Nine out of fourteen mutations conferred a cold sensitive complementation capacity. In absence of a wild type ATP2C1 allele, twelve out of fourteen mutations induced an unfolded protein response indicating that in vivo folding of hSPCA1 is sensitive to disease causing amino acid substitutions and four of the fourteen mutations caused the hSPCA1 protein to accumulate in the vacuolar membrane. Co-expression of either wild type ATP2C1 or ATP2A2 prevented induction of the unfolded protein response and hSPCA1 mis-localization.
Results
Expression of ATP2C1a in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. To address to what extent ATP2C1a gene dosage, temperature, protein accumulation, protein localization and interference with in vivo hSPCA1a protein folding may contribute to the etiology of HHD we selected fourteen disease-causing amino acid substitutions located in various domains of the hSPCA1a primary structure ( Fig. 1 ) and expressed them in the pmc1Δ pmr1Δ cnb1Δ yeast strain PAP4920 or derivatives. As Hailey-Hailey patients usually carry one wt allele and one mutant allele, as well as other Ca 2+ -ATPases we additionally generated yeast strains that co-express either wt ATP2C1a (encoding hSPCA1a) or wt ATP2A2b (encoding hSERCA2b) and each of the investigated mutant alleles. The PAP4920 strain was selected because it is presently the only eukaryotic cell model without endogenous Ca 2+ and Mn 2+ -ATPase activity and it is equipped with a chromosomally integrated unfolded protein response reporter 58 for monitoring in vivo protein folding problems in the ER due to hSPCA1a expression.
Most HHD-associated ATP2C1a variants affect in vivo ca 2+ transport in a copy number dependent way. Increasing the CaCl 2 concentration in the growth media from the standard 0.4 µM 59 to 20 mM 60 results in a concentration high enough to supply intracellular organelles with sufficient Ca 2+ in the pmc1Δ pmr1Δ cnb1Δ yeast strain 61 . Requirement for a high extracellular Ca 2+ concentration can be complemented by human wt ATP2C1a 17 . To obtain detailed information on how complementation depends on ATP2C1a gene dosage, yeast cells producing wt hSPCA1a or HHD variants from either a single cDNA copy (integrative) or approximately twenty copies (replicative, Supplementary Fig. S1 ) were grown in 96-well microplates at 30 °C in twelve different media, each having a unique Ca 2+ concentration (Figs 2 and 3) . The growth profiles obtained from this microplate assay reflect how efficient each hSPCA1a variant is at distributing cytosolic Ca 2+ into the secretory pathway.
Data in Figs 2 and 3 show that yeast cells carrying either the chromosomally integrated or the replicative empty expression vector sustained growth at BAPTA concentrations up to 0.04 mM, while growth of yeast cells expressing wt ATP2C1a from either a single cDNA copy or from twenty copies was hardly affected by the applied BAPTA concentrations. Irrespective of copy number amino acid substitutions L318P, C344Y and I580V showed a BAPTA dependent growth profile similar to wt. In contrast 10 out of 14 mutants showed a copy number dependent complementation capacity as A304T, G309C, C411R, C490F, T570I, L584P, M641R, G645R, T709M and D742Y sustained growth no better or only marginally better than the empty vector when expressed from the integrative plasmid, but at a copy number of twenty A304T, C490F and L584P showed BAPTA dependent growth profiles similar to wt. The complementation capacity of the other seven variants (G309C, C411R, T570I, M641R, G645R, T709M and D742Y) was significantly better than the empty vector but poorer than wt. HHD variant G789R stands out as it did not confer any BAPTA tolerance greater than that of the empty vector when expressed from a single cDNA copy and was only marginally better than empty vector when expressed from the multi copy plasmid. The BAPTA related phenotypes of all HHD variant are summarized in Table 1 .
Most HHD mutations show copy number independent Mn 2+ sensitivity. Growth of pmc1Δ pmr1Δ cnb1Δ yeast is very sensitive to Mn 2+ as absence of Pmr1 abolishes removal of toxic amounts of Mn 2+ accumulating in the cytosol 17 . To obtain detailed information on how ATP2C1a gene dosage influences complementation of the Mn 2+ sensitive phenotype, yeast cells producing wt hSPCA1a or HHD variants from either a single cDNA copy or approximately twenty copies were grown in 96-well microplates at 30 °C in 12 different growth media (Figs 4 and 5) . Mn 2+ concentrations between 1.0 mM and 2.0 mM MnSO 4 were investigated because yeast expressing wt hSPCA1a showed differential growth in this interval and 1.0 mM MnSO 4 was sufficient to prevent growth of cells carrying the empty vector.
Although growth of yeast cells expressing wt ATP2C1a from both a single cDNA copy and approximately twenty copies was sensitive to Mn 2+ , growth was sustained up till 2.0 mM Mn 2+ (Figs 4 and 5 ). Of the fourteen investigated HHD variants only I580V conferred a copy number independent Mn 2+ resistance on par with wt, while C344Y showed some Mn 2+ resistance and only when expressed from the replicative plasmid. The remaining 12 variants were all unable to rescue the Mn 2+ sensitive phenotype at any copy number. The Mn 2+ sensitivity is summarized in Table 1 .
Amino acid substitutions in HHD preferentially interfere with in vivo Mn 2+ transport. As summarized in Table 1 a majority of the investigated HHD variants (A304T, G309C, C411R, C490F, M641R, G645R, 103 . The invariant Asp-residue (D350) which is phosphorylated during the reaction cycle is indicated with green. Mutations used in the present study are indicated with dark red. Orange stretch in luminal loop no. 3 indicates the potential BiP-binding hepta-peptide motif. Helix prediction was made using the PSIPRED tool from the Bioinformatics group at University College London (bioinf.cs.ucl.ac.uk/psipred/). hSPCA1a sequence was obtained from UniProt (www.uniprot.org/uniprot/), accession no.: P98194.
D742Y and G789R) neither complemented the Mn 2+ toxicity nor the BAPTA sensitivity better than the empty vector when expressed from a single cDNA copy (Figs 2 and 4). HHD variants T570I, L584P and T709M showed Ca 2+ transport only marginally better than the empty vector but no Mn 2+ transport when expressed from a single Complementation of the calcium dependent phenotype of the pmr1Δ pmc1Δ cnb1Δ yeast host strain by integrative hSPCA1a mutants. Yeast strain PAP4920 expressing no hSPCA1a (Empty Vector, EV), wt hSPCA1a (WT) or the indicated HHD hSPCA1a variants from the integrative vector (pPAP5480, Supplementary Fig. S1 ) were grown at 30 °C in 96-well plates in liquid media with galactose as carbon source supplemented with 20 mM CaCl 2 or BAPTA concentrations ranging from 0 to 0.2 mM in increments of 0.02 mM as indicated. Each culture was grown in triplicates and the average OD 450 at the given time was plotted with respect to time of inoculation. Growth media containing BAPTA (including 0 mM BAPTA) do not have any added Ca 2+ .
Figure 3.
Complementation of the calcium dependent phenotype of the pmr1Δ pmc1Δ cnb1Δ yeast host strain by replicative hSPCA1a mutants. Yeast strain PAP4920 expressing no hSPCA1a (Empty Vector, EV), wt hSPCA1a (WT) or the indicated HHD hSPCA1a variants from the replicative vector (pPAP4997, Supplementary Fig. S1 ) were grown at 30 °C in 96-well plates in liquid media with galactose as carbon source supplemented with 20 mM CaCl 2 or BAPTA concentrations ranging from 0 to 0.2 mM in increments of 0.02 mM as indicated. Each culture was grown in triplicates and the average OD 450 at the given time was plotted with respect to time of inoculation. Growth media containing BAPTA (including 0 mM BAPTA) do not have any added Ca 2+ .
When expressed from the replicative vector, all HHD variants except G789R were to some extent able to complement the BAPTA-sensitive growth phenotype of the pmc1Δ pmr1Δ cnb1Δ strain ( Fig. 3 ), whereas only C344Y and I580V were able to sustain growth on Mn 2+ media ( Fig. 5 ). HHD variants L318P, C344Y, C490F, I580V and L584P showed a wt-, or near wt-like phenotype in presence of BAPTA. Three of the five mutations showed no Mn 2+ transport, only I580V showed a wt-like Mn 2+ resistant growth phenotype and C344Y showed partial Mn 2+ resistance. Substitutions T570I, T709M and D742Y also showed considerably BAPTA resistance but no Mn 2+ resistance while G789R showed no Ca 2+ transport and no Mn 2+ transport. I580V was the only one to show a copy number independent wt phenotype with respect to both Ca 2+ and Mn 2+ transport.
Compared to wt and single pmr1 knockout strains a pmc1Δ pmr1Δ yeast strain shows substantially increased influx of Ca 2+ and elevated Ca 2+ accumulation when grown in low Ca 2+ media 6 . Increased cytosolic Ca 2+ activates the serine/threonine phosphatase calcineurin 6,62 causing dephosphorylation and potential subsequent inhibition of Cch1, a subunit of the channel that forms the high affinity Ca 2+ -uptake system (HACS) [61] [62] [63] . Since our yeast model system lacks PMR1, PMC1 and CNB1, Ca 2+ may hyper-accumulate in the cytoplasm and generate a large concentration gradient across the membranes of ER/Golgi. Thus, even a poorly functioning Ca 2+ -ATPase may appear to have a significant Ca 2+ -transport activity. This could severely influence the observed difference in Ca 2+ and Mn 2+ transport of the investigated HHD variants (Figs 2-5). As most of the investigated HHD-hSPCA1a variants displayed some degree of Ca 2+ transporting activity, we tested the BAPTA and Mn 2+ tolerance of the investigated hSPCA1a variants expressed from the replicative plasmid in a pmr1Δ single knockout strain. The results in Supplementary Figs S2 and S3 show that the BAPTA and Mn 2+ tolerance conferred by the hSPCA1a variants in the pmr1Δ strain is similar to that observed in the triple pmr1Δ pmc1Δ cnb1Δ strain. This suggests that the observed BAPTA and Mn 2+ tolerance of the tested HHD-SPCA1a variants reflects ATPase function and is not caused by hyper-accumulation of Ca 2+ in the cytoplasm.
HHD-mutations do not exert a dominant-negative effect on wt hSPCA1a. HHD patients are
heterozygous for the ATP2C1 gene. To investigate the effects of co-expressing each HHD variant with wt hSPCA1 we analyzed the complementation capacity using the micro plate growth assay. As our results with homozygous hSPCA1a expression showed gene dosage dependent complementation (Figs 2-5), we co-expressed wt ATP2C1a Complementation of the manganese sensitive phenotype of the pmr1Δ pmc1Δ cnb1Δ yeast host strain by integrative hSPCA1a mutants. Yeast strain PAP4920 expressing no hSPCA1a (Empty Vector, EV), wt hSPCA1a (WT) or the indicated HHD hSPCA1a variants from the integrative vector (pPAP5480, Supplementary Fig. S1 ) were grown at 30 °C in 96-well plates in liquid media with galactose as carbon source supplemented with 20 mM CaCl 2 , and MnSO 4 ranging from 0 to 2.0 mM in increments of 0.1 mM as indicated. Each culture was grown at 30 °C, in triplicates, and average OD 450 was plotted with respect to time of inoculation.
The results in Supplementary Figs S4-S7 show that presence of a wt ATP2C1a rescued both the BAPTA and the MnSO 4 sensitive growth phenotypes observed in hSPCA1a homozygous yeast.
As apparent from Supplementary Figs S4-S7 we did not observe any dominant-negative effect of HHD-mutations on wt hSPCA1a. Complementation of the manganese sensitive phenotype of the pmr1Δ pmc1Δ cnb1Δ yeast host strain by replicative hSPCA1a mutants. Yeast strain PAP4920 expressing no hSPCA1a (Empty Vector, EV), wt hSPCA1a (WT) or the indicated HHD hSPCA1a variants from the integrative vector (pPAP5480, Supplementary Fig. S1 ) were grown at 30 °C in 96-well plates in liquid media with galactose as carbon source supplemented with 20 mM CaCl 2 , and MnSO 4 ranging from 0 to 2.0 mM in increments of 0.1 mM as indicated. Each culture was grown at 30 °C, in triplicates, and average OD 450 was plotted with respect to time of inoculation. Scientific RepoRtS | (2019) 9:12442 | https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-019-48866-y www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ Several HHD-variants display sensitivity to ca 2+ . For each HHD allele we expected a positive correlation between Ca 2+ availability in the medium and complementation as we are well below the level where Ca 2+ becomes toxic 40 . However, many of the investigated HHD-variants display a more complex growth phenotype. In addition to the BAPTA sensitive growth described in a previous paragraph, data in Fig. 6 show that some of the mutants exposed a Ca 2+ -sensitive phenotype. This was observed in liquid media containing galactose and 20 mM Figure 6 . Temperature and copy number dependent complementation by HHD-mutant hSPCA1a. Yeast strain PAP4920 (pmc1Δ pmr1Δ cnb1Δ) expressing no hSPCA1a (empty vector, EV), wt hSPCA1a (WT) or the indicated hSPCA1a HHD variants from either the integrative plasmid pPAP5480 (copy number of one, rows 1 and 2 in each picture) or the replicative plasmid pPAP4997 (copy number of 20, rows 3 and 4 in each picture) as indicated in the top pane, were spotted on agar-plates containing the media shown on the left of the lower pane. All media are synthetic defined media containing either glucose or galactose as the only carbon source as indicated. Media containing BAPTA (including 0 mM BAPTA) did not have any added CaCl 2 . Plates were incubated at 15 °C, 20 °C, 25 °C, 30 °C or 35 °C as indicated, and photographed on a daily basis. Due to temperature dependent growth rates the selected pictures in panels Glucose +20 mM CaCl 2 , Galactose +20 mM CaCl 2 and Galactose +0 mM BAPTA were taken at the earliest time points where yeast expressing wt ATP2C1a and yeast cells expressing no ATP2C1a had generated a clearly visible spot. The rest of the pictures were taken at time points where yeast cells expressing wt ATP2C1a had generated a visible spot and yeast cells expressing no ATP2C1a had failed to generate a spot. Results of one out of two experiments are shown. Fig. 6 and plotted with respect to temperature. Blue curves represent expression from the 2 µ based plasmid, pPAP4997, while red curves are based upon expression from the single copy integrative plasmid pPAP5480. Mutants that showed growth at 0.9 mM BAPTA that was considerably better than the empty vector, but still poorer that wt were given a value between no growth (NG) and 0.9 mM BAPTA. The temperature profiles categorized each mutation as either cold sensitive (CS), heat sensitive (HS) or temperature insensitive (TI) when compared to that of wt. Supplementary Fig. S8 . When expressed from the integrative vector at 30 °C on agar plates only L318P exposed a Ca 2+ -sensitive growth phenotype on media containing galactose and 0 mM BAPTA.When www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ expressed from the replicative vector at 30 °C on agar plates, 10 of the 14 investigated HHD-mutants, including G309C, L318P, C411R, C490F, T570I, L584P, M641R, G645R, T709M and D742Y, displayed Ca 2+ -sensitivity in media containing galactose and 20 mM CaCl 2 or galactose and 0 mM BAPTA. The observed growth inhibition is not simply caused by the presence of an excess amount of Ca 2+ in the growth medium since all variants, including the empty vector (EV), sustained growth on agar plates containing glucose and 20 mM CaCl 2 at 30 °C. The inhibition is also not caused by the combination of galactose and 20 mM CaCl 2 since the negative control (empty vector, EV) could sustain growth at media containing galactose and 20 mM CaCl 2 . The inhibition is thus caused by expression of particular ATP2C1a alleles (i.e. the phenotype is restricted to growth on galactose) and the level of expression of the HHD-alleles (as the growth inhibition was much more pronounced for the replicative variants) in combination with the particular concentration of Ca 2+ in the medium.
A similar inhibition of growth at 0 mM BAPTA was also observed in liquid media (Figs 2 and 3 ). While inhibition of growth on agar plates containing no added Ca 2+ and no BAPTA was observed for the majority of the investigated HHD-alleles only HHD-variants L318P and C344Y showed growth inhibition at 0 mM BAPTA when expressed from the integrative vector (Fig. 2 , the red curve with triangle symbols is below all other growth curves). Similarly, when expressed from the replicative plasmid, far fewer HHD-variants showed growth inhibition in liquid media, compared to solid media ( Fig. 3 ). HHD-variants A304T, L318P, C490F, L584P and T709M showed a clear inhibition when grown at 0 mM BAPTA. Only three of the 8 HHD-mutants that showed growth inhibition in galactose and 20 mM CaCl 2 on solid media displayed growth inhibition in galactose and 20 mM CaCl 2 in liquid media. There is thus no clear correlation between growth inhibition in liquid media and in solid media. www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ Cold sensitivity is a common phenotype exposed by HHD-mutants. The growth experiments in Figs 2 and 3 revealed that most HHD-hSPCA1a variants retained some Ca 2+ transport activity at 30 °C depending on plasmid copy number while Mn 2+ transport was more affected. To investigate whether temperature effects the ability of the HHD-hSPCA1a variants to complement the BAPTA sensitive and Mn 2+ sensitive growth phenotypes of the pmc1Δ pmr1Δ cnb1Δ host strain, yeast expressing wt ATP2C1a, HHD-ATP2C1a or no ATP2C1a from either the integrative plasmid or the replicative plasmid ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ), were spotted on agar plates and incubated at 15 °C, 20 °C, 25 °C, 30 °C or 35 °C ( Fig. 6 ).
Apart from yeast carrying the empty expression vector, only amino acid substitution G789R abolished functionality at any temperature and BAPTA concentration. The remaining 13 HHD mutants were able to grow to some extent and depending on copy number, at BAPTA concentrations not tolerated by the empty vector-control strain. The complementation capacity for each HHD-ATP2C1a variant with respect to temperature is summarized in Fig. 7 .
It can be seen from Fig. 7 that relative to wt and irrespective of copy number, HHD-variants L318P, C344Y, L584P, T709M and D742Y conferred a very clear cold sensitive (CS) phenotype, displaying poorer or no BAPTA tolerance at lower temperatures. However, it can be seen from Fig. 6 that complementation by most CS-mutants was observed at a wider range of temperatures when ATP2C1a was expressed from the multi copy plasmid compared to expression from the single copy, integrative plasmid. HHD-variants A304T, C411R, M641R and G645R also displayed a CS phenotype, albeit less clear than the HHD-mutations mentioned above. Only substitutions C490F and I580V conferred a heat sensitive phenotype, the former only when expressed from the multi copy plasmid and the latter most pronounced when expressed from the multi copy plasmid. Amino acid substitutions G309C and T570V each showed a more complex phenotype. G309C only complemented weakly at 30 °C Figure 10 . HHD variants G309C, I580V, G645R, D742Y and the enzymatically inactive D350N localize to the vacuolar membrane in the pmc1Δ pmr1Δ cnb1Δ strain PAP4920. Live cell bioimaging of strain PAP4920 expressing the indicated C-terminally GFP tagged hSPCA1a variants or the endogenous Pmc1 at 30 °C. Cells were grown as described in Fig. 9 and stained with the vacuolar-specific dye FM4-64 as described in Materials and Methods prior to bioimaging. All images were taken at 1000x magnification. Left column shows differential interference contrast (DIC). The middle column (GFP) shows GFP fluorescence in the same cells. The third column (FM4-64) shows the same cells dyed with FM4-64. The single images shown represent one out of at least five. and 35 °C at a copy number of twenty and one respectively, indicating a CS-like phenotype; T570I only showed complementation at 20 °C and 25 °C and only after expression from the single copy plasmid, indicating a mixed temperature sensitive phenotype.
Interestingly, the observed Ca 2+ sensitive phenotype did not display temperature variations among the various HHD-variants, but instead displayed a generally less pronounced Ca 2+ sensitivity at 15 °C.
The degree of complementation on solid medium is complicated to quantify in contrast to growth in liquid media. To confirm the combined effects of temperature and ATP2C1a copy number observed in the spot assays in Fig. 6 , we investigated BAPTA sensitive growth at 35 °C (Supplementary Figs S9 and S10) in liquid media in microplates for comparison with growth at 30 °C (Figs 2 and 3 ). For this analysis we selected representative mutants showing different phenotypes at 30 °C and 35 °C on agar plates (L318P, C344Y, I580V, L584P, M641R, T709M and G789R). In agreement with the temperature profiles in Fig. 7 , the microplate results in Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. S9 show that after single copy expression wt performs better at 30 °C than at 35 °C and L318P complements equally well at both temperatures and better than wt at 35 °C. C344Y is seen to complement equally well at 30 °C and 35 °C, while I580V is performing considerably better at 30 °C than at 35 °C. In accordance with the plate assay L584P, M641R and T709M each complemented better at 35 °C than at 30 °C in liquid medium. G789R was included as a control as it does not perform better than the empty vector at any of the investigated temperatures. The microplate results in Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. S10 from multi-copy expression confirm the spot assays as wt is seen to perform better at 30 °C than at 35 °C, L584P performs better at 30 °C than at 35 °C, Figure 11 . GFP tagged HHD hSPCA1a variants localizes correctly to the secretory pathway in wt yeast strain PAP1500. Live cell bioimaging of yeast strain PAP1500 expressing C-terminally tagged hSPCA1a variants, the endogenous Pmr1 or Pmc1 from the replicative vector pPAP4997 at 15 °C, 20 °C, 25 °C, 30 °C or 35 °C. Yeast cultures were grown as described in Fig. 9 . All images were taken at 1000x magnification. Left part of the figure shows GFP fluorescence while the right side shows the same cells visualized with differential interference contrast (DIC). The single images shown represent one out of at least five. HHD-hSPCA1a protein accumulation is allele specific. In order to investigate how the combination of HHD mutation and temperature affects hSPCA1a protein accumulation, we C-terminally tagged wt-and the 14 different HHD hSPCA1a variants, as well as the yeast endogenous Ca 2+ ATPases Pmc1 and Pmr1, with yeast enhanced GFP (yEGFP), and expressed them from the replicative vector at 15 °C, 20 °C, 25 °C, 30 °C and 35 °C in the pmc1Δ pmr1Δ cnb1Δ strain PAP4920. Data in Supplementary Fig. S11 show that presence of the GFP tag does not influence the activity of hSPCA1a. GFP fluorescence emitted from equal amounts of purified yeast membranes therefore reflects membrane accumulation of GFP tagged hSPCA1a protein. Figure 8 shows that Pmc1 and Pmr1 accumulated in a more or less temperature-insensitive way. Wild type hSPCA1a accumulated to a comparable level as the endogenous Ca 2+ ATPases at 30 °C and 35 °C while at 15 °C, 20 °C and 25 °C, it accumulated to 2-3 times the density observed for Pmc1 and Pmr1. HHD-variants A304T, G309C, L318P, I580V, G645R, T709M and D742Y protein accumulation was comparable to that of the wt hSPCA1a. Of these, G309C, G645R and T709M accumulated hSPCA1a protein in a more or less temperature insensitive manner. A304T and L318P protein accumulation peaked at 25 °C while both I580V and D742Y peaked at 30 °C. The remaining 7 HHD-variants all accumulated protein well below that observed for wt but on par with the Pmr1 orthologue. Localization of G309C, I580V, G645R, D742Y and the enzymatically inactive D350N in the pmc1Δ pmr1Δ cnb1Δ strain PAP4920 is rescued by co-expression of wt hSPCA1a. Live cell bioimaging of yeast strain PAP4920 co-expressing BFP tagged wt hSPCA1a and GFP tagged hSPCA1a variants or the endogenous Pmc1 from the replicative vector pPAP4997 at 30 °C. Cells were grown as described in Fig. 9 . All images were taken at 1000x magnification. Left column shows differential interference contrast (DIC). The middle column (GFP) shows GFP fluorescence in the same cells. The third column (SPCA1a-BFP) shows BFP fluorescence in the same cells. The single images shown represent one out of at least five.
www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ From the data summarized in Table 1 we conclude that temperature does not have a great effect on protein accumulation in the majority of the investigated HHD-mutations, but the different HHD variants accumulate to different densities in yeast membranes.
Intracellular localization of HHD-hSPCA1a variants is affected by calcium homeostasis. It may
be anticipated that localization of hSPCA1a to the same intracellular compartment as the endogenous Pmr1 protein is a requirement for functional complementation of the calcium and manganese related phenotypes exposed by the pmc1Δ pmr1Δ cnb1Δ strain. To determine sub-cellular localization of wt and HHD hSPCA1a variants we expressed GFP tagged hSPCA1a variants and the endogenous Pmr1 and Pmc1 at 15 °C, 20 °C, 25 °C, 30 °C and 35 °C in the pmc1Δ pmr1Δ cnb1Δ strain. Live cell bioimaging of yeast cells producing GFP tagged Pmr1 or Pmc1 ( Fig. 9 ) revealed localization to small punctuate structures scattered in the cytosol and the vacuolar membrane, respectively. The former is a characteristic appearance for yeast Golgi 17, 31 . The live cell bioimaging data in Fig. 9 show that all HHD-hSPCA1a-GFP fusions except G309C, I580V, G645R and D742Y localized similarly to wt hSPCA1a-GFP and Pmr1-GFP. G309C, I580V, G645R and D742Y primarily revealed a Pmc1-like distribution, Figure 13 . Localization of G309C, I580V, G645R, D742Y and the enzymatically inactive D350N in the pmc1Δ pmr1Δ cnb1Δ strain PAP4920 is rescued by co-expression of wt hSERCA2b. Live cell bioimaging of yeast strain PAP4920 expressing BFP tagged SERCA2b and GFP tagged hSPCA1a variants or the endogenous Pmc1 from the replicative vector pPAP4997 at 30 °C. Cells were grown as described in Fig. 9 . All images were taken at 1000x magnification. Left column shows differential interference contrast (DIC). The middle column (GFP) shows GFP fluorescence in the same cells. The third column (SERCA2b-BFP) shows BFP fluorescence in the same cells. The single images shown represent one out of at least five.
Scientific RepoRtS |
(2019) 9:12442 | https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-019-48866-y www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ i.e. typical vacuolar membrane localization. To uniquely identify the vacuolar membrane we stained yeast cells expressing each of these variants with the specific vacuolar membrane stain FM4-64 ( Fig. 10) . Activity of the hSPCA1a protein does not seem to cause mislocalization as I580V shows wt-like activity, G309C only have minor www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ Ca 2+ -transport activity and no Mn 2+ -transport activity and G645R and D742Y are devoid of activity. To be sure to have a completely inactive mutant we included hSPCA1a variant D350N that is completely devoid of any transport capacity 44, 64, 65 . As can be seen from Fig. 10, D350N accumulated in the vacuolar membrane as did the endogenous Pmc1.
To clarify whether mislocalization of the four HHD variants in some way reflects altered calcium homeostasis and/or manganese homeostasis we expressed wt hSPCA1a and all HHD variants in the wt yeast strain PAP1500 65 . This yeast strain carries intact PMR1, PMC1 and CNB1 genes and therefore is anticipated to have a normal Ca 2+ and Mn 2+ homeostasis, independent of the performance of the expressed hSPCA1a ( Fig. 11 ). As can be seen from Fig. 11 , all GFP tagged hSPCA1a variants localized correctly to the Golgi compartment, as did the GFP tagged Pmr1. As expected, the GFP tagged Pmc1 localized to the vacuolar membrane. This indicates that an altered Ca 2+ and/or Mn 2+ homeostasis may cause the observed vacuolar mislocalization of some of the HHD-hSPCA1a variants.
To further clarify whether mislocalization of HHD variants G309C, I580V, G645R and D742Y as well as the functionally inactive D350N reflects altered Ca 2+ homeostasis and/or Mn 2+ homeostasis we co-expressed BFP tagged wt hSPCA1a and GFP tagged versions of the five mislocalized hSPCA1a variants from Fig. 10 in the triple pmr1Δ pmc1Δ cnb1Δ strain. Figure 12 shows that co-expression of wt hSPCA1a-BFP prevented the GFP tagged variants from accumulating in the vacuole and instead caused localization in the same Golgi compartment as wt hSPCA1a-BFP. To rule out that restoration of correct localization was due to oligomerization of wt-and HHD-hSPCA1a proteins and to clarify whether mislocalization was due to altered Ca 2+ or Mn 2+ homeostasis, we also co-expressed N-terminally BFP tagged human SERCA2b and the five mislocalized hSPCA1a variants. Data in Fig. 13 show that SERCA2b rescues localization of the mislocalized hSPCA1a proteins as it co-localizes with the four GFP tagged HHD-hSCPA1 variants and D350N, indicating that the four mislocalized HHD-hSPCA1a variants do indeed localize to the correct subcellular compartment when Ca 2+ homeostasis is unperturbed, as SERCA2b cannot transport Mn 2+ .
Amino acid substitutions in hSPCA1 induce the unfolded protein response. As a tool to monitor whether in vivo folding of the fourteen clinically identified HHD hSPCA1a variants was compromised relative to that of the wt, we expressed the previously described GFP tagged versions of wt hSPCA1a, the fourteen HHD variants and the endogenous Pmr1 and Pmc1 proteins at 15 °C, 20 °C, 25 °C, 30 °C and 35 °C in the pmc1Δ pmr1Δ cnb1Δ yeast strain PAP4920 that carries an unfolded protein response reporter, UPR-lacZ in its chromosome. Expression was performed in presence of 20 mM CaCl 2 and 0.24 µM MnSO 4 59 to make yeast growth independent of the Ca 2+ -Mn 2+ ATPase activity of each expressed HHD-variant and to supply MnSO 4 at a non-limiting and non-toxic concentration. Furthermore, inclusion of high concentration of Ca 2+ to the growth medium reduces the chronically high UPR of pmr1Δ strains to wt-level 61 . Data in Fig. 14 show that expression of GFP tagged Pmr1, Pmc1, wt hSPCA1a or no hSPCA1a induced a very low and temperature independent unfolded protein response. It can be seen from Fig. 14 that apart from variant G309C all HHD variants evoked an unfolded protein response higher than wt, demonstrating that these HHD variants to various degrees are recognized by the protein folding quality control in the ER. Based on the level of induced UPR we divided the variants into low-and high-UPR inducers, respectively ( Table 1) . Members of the first category include variants G309C and T709M, along with the empty vector, Pmc1 and Pmr1 which all induced UPR to a level below that of the wt or up to 2 times that of wt. The remaining 12 variants all induced UPR to a level at least twice that of the wt. Most of the HHD variants investigated in the present study did not show a pronounced temperature-dependent effect on UPR induction. 11, 66 ) , and are as such heterozygous when transfected with vectors carrying wt or HHD ATP2C1. For yeast (our assays) "heterozygous" denotes both wt ATP2C1a/HHD mutant coexpression and ATP2A2b/HHD mutant co-expression as no difference in localization of the GFP tagged HHD-SPCA1a was observed between the two experiments. All data are given as mammalian cells/yeast. www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ To investigate the effect of having a healthy Ca 2+ -ATPase, and thus to more closely mimic the situation in HHD-keratinocytes, we co-expressed the investigated HHD-variants with either wt ATP2C1a or wt ATP2A2b in the presence of 20 mM CaCl 2 in the growth medium. The results in Supplementary Figs S12 and S13 show that co-expression of a wt hSPCA1a or wt hSERCA2b, together with HHD-hSPCA1 prevents UPR induction. Lack of UPR in the presence of a wt Ca 2+ -ATPase indicates that Ca 2+ dyshomeostasis may contribute significantly to UPR induction in yeast expressing HHD-ATP2C1a.
Discussion
HHD is caused by ATP2C1 mutations that prevent accumulation of sufficient functional hSPCA1 in the secretory pathway. In addition to inactivation of ATPase activity an ATP2C1 missense mutation may compromise pre-mRNA splicing, mRNA stability, protein folding, protein stability or protein localization. The focus of the present paper was to analyze how 14 ATP2C1 missense mutations identified in HHD-patients affected Ca 2+ / Mn 2+ -ATPase activity using a yeast complementation assay. We furthermore analyzed how temperature influenced ATPase activity, protein accumulation, cellular localization and ER stress. The observed and diverse phenotypes of each mutation are summarized in Table 1 .
Some of the mutants characterized in the present study have previously been investigated after expression in mammalian cells 11, 66 . Table 2 shows a comparison between our results and previous results obtained from mammalian cells. Despite that different hosts were used for hSPCA1 production and different assays were applied for characterization, it can be seen that almost identical results were obtained in yeast and mammalian cells. Protein accumulation relative to wt is the same for all compared HHD variants and I580V shows wt activity in both expression systems while G309C affects Mn 2+ interactions more than Ca 2+ . These data are in strong support for yeast being a relevant model system for studying certain aspects of HHD. Yeast however, lacks some of the proteins that interact with hSPCA1 in mammalian cells, e.g. the Orai1 Ca 2+ channels 66 , and mutations affecting interaction with these proteins would not be picked up in a yeast based assay.
Lack of in vivo Ca 2+ /Mn 2+ ATPase activity in HHD could potentially result from reduced hSPCA1 protein accumulation. Since all the investigated hSPCA1a variants, as well as the endogenous Pmr1 and Pmc1, were expressed from identical plasmids, we can assume that the rate of protein synthesis at a given temperature is the same for all the investigated proteins even though we cannot exclude that a missense mutation may affect e.g. mRNA stability. Therefore, differences in protein accumulation most probably originate from different rates of protein degradation and reflect protein stability. It is evident from Fig. 8 that at all temperatures seven of the investigated HHD-variants (C344Y, C411R, C490F, T570I, L584P, M641R and G789R) accumulated protein to a significantly lower membrane density than wt. The remaining seven variants (A304T, G309C, L318P, I580V, G645R, T709M and D742Y) accumulated protein to a level comparable to wt. However, none of these displayed a temperature dependent protein accumulation profile similar to that of the wt. Even though all hSPCA1 variants accumulated in a temperature independent way, the majority exposed a cold sensitive phenotype, showing that the accumulated protein is either non-functional or have very little ATPase activity at low temperatures. However, while HHD-mutants C344Y, C490F and L584P all accumulated protein to a lower density than wt, they were still able to complement the BAPTA-sensitive growth phenotype in liquid media almost as well as wt, indicating that the amount of functional hSPCA1a protein required for complementation is low. The other low accumulating variants all showed no or very little activity. Consequently, a reduced amount of accumulated hSPCA1a protein may not always be the cause of HHD.
Pmr1, the yeast orthologue of hSPCA1a, is located in the yeast Golgi and ER membrane 17, [31] [32] [33] . We therefore anticipated that complementation requires that wt hSPCA1a and the investigated variants localize to these compartments. The bioimaging data in Fig. 9 show that wt hSPCA1a and all variants except G309C, I580V, G645R and D742Y, appear to localize similarly to Pmr1 in our pmc1Δ pmr1Δ cnb1Δ yeast strain. G309C, I580V, G645R and D742Y on the other hand all localized exclusively to the vacuolar membrane indicating that mis-targeting may be of importance for HHD. The fact these HHD variants exclusively accumulate in the vacuolar membrane and protein accumulation for these variants is on par with wt ( Fig. 8) , indicate that the proteins are not targeted to the vacuole for degradation. An interesting conclusion from these experiments is that the functional state does not dictate localization, as I580V in all assays showed wt-like complementation. Although the other mislocalization mutants all showed very little activity in our complementation assays, many other HHD variants localized correctly even though they possessed little or no complementation capacity ( Table 1 ). The reason that I580V actually does complement the BAPTA and Mn 2+ sensitive growth phenotypes, despite mislocalization, fits with the fact that over-expression of the vacuolar PMC1 can compensate for loss of PMR1 when grown in Ca 2+ -depleted media 33 , possibly because the protein is active en route to the vacuole, and perhaps in combination with an increased accumulation in ER and Golgi 62, 67 . In this sense, the I580V variant may mimic the function of PMC1, but with the added functionality of Mn 2+ -transport.
Calcium homeostasis must play a role in localization as wt hSPCA1a and all mutants localized correctly in a wt yeast strain ( Fig. 11 ) or in the calcium ATPase deficient yeast strain co-expressing either wt hSPCA1a (Fig. 12 ) or wt SERCA2b (Fig. 13 ). Since mislocalization is corrected by co-expression of SERCA2b, it must be the calcium homeostasis that is important as SERCA2b does not transport Mn 2+ .
The mislocalization we observed seems at first glance to contradict previous data 11, 66 showing wt localization of I580V and G309C in COS-1 cells and HEK293T cells, respectively. However, it should be kept in mind that these mammalian cells express endogenous wt SPCA1 as well as wt SERCA2. In our yeast model system, localization of I580V or G309C after co-expression of either wt hSPCA1a or hSERCA2b ( Table 2 ) was identical to the localization observed in mammalian cells.
In the triple pmc1Δ pmr1Δ cnb1Δ yeast model system, homozygous expression of our panel of mutations seems to affect Mn 2+ transport much more severely than Ca 2+ transport ( Table 1) . As this was also (2019) 9:12442 | https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-019-48866-y www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ observed in the single pmr1Δ strain, the difference is most likely attributable to the Ca 2+ and Mn 2+ transport capability of the HHD-hSPCA1 variants and not caused by hyper-accumulation of Ca 2+ in the cytosol of the pmc1Δ pmr1Δ cnb1Δ strain. This suggests that a disturbed Mn 2+ homeostasis may contribute significantly to HHD. In fact two of the mutations, L318P and C344Y, selectively affected Mn 2+ transport without affecting Ca 2+ -transport. Another observation is that while most of the investigated mutations displayed a poor ability to complement the BAPTA sensitive growth deficiency of the host strain when expressed from a single copy of ATP2C1 cDNA, most of the mutations showed significant Ca 2+ -ATPase activity when expressed from approximately twenty copies of ATP2C1 cDNA (Figs 2 and 3) . In contrast to this, Mn 2+ toxicity could not be rescued by a twenty times increase in plasmid copy number suggesting that disturbed Mn 2+ homeostasis may contribute significantly to HHD. Based on our results it may be interesting to measure the intracellular Mn 2+ concentration in keratinocytes from HHD patients for comparison with that of healthy persons. The observed copy number effect on Ca 2+ -ATPase activity is in line with the general idea that haploinsufficiency is involved in HHD, while the copy number independent Mn 2+ toxicity indicates a more complex genotype-phenotype relationship.
The results obtained after co-expression of each of the investigated HHD-alleles with wt ATP2C1a (hSPCA1a) ( Supplementary Figs S4-S7) show that none of the investigated HHD-mutations exerted a dominant-negative effect on the Ca 2+ or Mn 2+ transport activity of wt hSPCA1a.
Five of the investigated amino acid substitutions are located in the transmembrane part of hSPCA1 and four of these (A304T, G309C, T709M and D742Y) are located in or close to the predicted ion-binding site created by amino acids in TM4, 5 and 6. G789R is located in TM7. None of the five mutations conferred Mn 2+ -tolerance irrespective of gene copy number, but all five conferred BAPTA sensitivity in a copy number dependent way. Each of the five mutations introduces a more bulky side chain and A304T, G309C and G789R additionally contributes a more polar side chain. The selective effect on Mn 2+ -ATPase activity may be due to altered geometry in the cation site that directly affects binding or release of Mn 2+ more than of Ca 2+ , potentially due to the fact that the ionic radius of Mn 2+ is considerably smaller than that of Ca 2+ (0.8 Å vs. 0.99 Å respectively 68 ) and therefore interactions with the binding site may affect Mn 2+ more that Ca 2+ . It may seem counterintuitive that mutations preclude transport of the smaller Mn 2+ ion, but not the larger Ca 2+ ion. However, ion selectivity reflects the balance between the cost of ion dehydration and the benefits of interaction with the ion binding site 69 . As exemplified in K + channels this results in a 10,000 times greater affinity for the larger K + ion over the smaller Na + ion. It has furthermore been shown that the selectivity of the K + channel can be manipulated by adjusting the size of the ion-binding cavity 69 .
The reaction cycle of P-type ATPases involves large rearrangements and transmission of conformational changes initiated in the cytosolic A-, N-and P-domains and transduced to the membrane bound M-domain and vice-versa through long-range interactions between residues that are distantly remote in the primary structure [70] [71] [72] . Apart from amino acid substitutions in the ATP or Mg 2+ binding sites, substitutions in one part of the protein may thus affect ATPase activity by reducing or preventing structural transmission from the cytoplasmic domains to the ion binding site in the membrane. It is well established that shortcutting the essential communication between A, N, P and M domains by limited proteolysis prevents ATPase activity 73 . Because at least some Ca 2+ -ATPase activity is preserved in several of the analyzed HHD variants, communication between the cytoplasmic part and the cation sites cannot be completely blocked; it is more likely that communication is impaired in such a way that the geometry of the cation binding site in the trans-membrane domain is altered and affects the smaller Mn 2+ ion more than the larger Ca 2+ -ion.
The simplest way to inactivate a protein is to interfere with its folding 74 either by compromising the folding pathway or the stability of the finally folded structure. The circumstance that yeast can grow at a wide temperature range offers a unique opportunity to demonstrate for the first time, that nine out of the fourteen HHD mutations analyzed in the present study exposed a cold sensitive phenotype as complementation was absent at the lower temperatures ( Fig. 7) . Cold sensitive mutations are rare 75 and usually result from trapping of a protein in a folding intermediate, that to various degrees prevents it from achieving the biologically active, three dimensional structure. Folding of the great majority of the HHD variants at low temperatures may thus be compromised by single amino acid substitutions. It is not obvious how cold sensitivity and the observation that wt hSPCA1a accumulates better at low temperature correlates with HHD. Even though the average skin temperature is 5-7 °C lower than the core temperature at normal ambient "comfort temperature" 76, 77 the disease exposes itself in intertriginous areas and parts of the skin exposed to friction where humidity and temperature are increased. HHD is almost exclusively pronounced in skin and extracutaneous symptoms have only been described in liver 78 . Given the importance of Ca 2+ in a plethora of cellular processes it is surprising, that skin is the mainly affected organ in HHD. A putative explanation has been that other tissues must have compensatory Ca 2+ transport mechanisms or that ATP2C1 expression is upregulated in keratinocytes as a consequence of the lower Ca 2+ content of the upper layers in the epidermis 37 .
Despite their diverse phenotypes it is very interesting that homozygous expression of twelve out of the fourteen investigated HHD variants induced an unfolded protein response, because this may pave the way for a completely new way to target HHD. ER-stress has earlier been suggested to play an important role in the development of HHD due to the important role of Ca 2+ in the secretory pathway of eukaryotic cells 38 . ER-stress and UPR can be induced by either depleting the ER of Ca 2+ or by bona fide protein misfolding 53, 57, [79] [80] [81] . Consequently, HHD mutations may induce UPR in three ways: 1) By resulting in a non-functional or poorly functioning Ca 2+ -ATPase that is unable to counteract the constant Ca 2+ -leakage out of ER; 2) By resulting in an inactive, leaky protein that allows Ca 2+ ions to more or less passively leak out of the ER; or 3) By misfolding.
Mutations resulting in poorly functioning or non-functioning hSPCA1a are expected to behave in a similar manner to the empty vector ( Fig. 14) and the enzymatically dead D350N ( Supplementary Fig. S14 ), and should thus induce a very low level of UPR in our yeast model system. To prevent the chronically induced UPR of pmr1Δ yeast in low Ca 2+ media, we supplement the growth medium with 20 mM CaCl 2 as this fully restores growth and UPR to wt levels 60, 61 . The normal feedback inhibition of HACS is also absent in our yeast strain. Addition of 20 mM CaCl 2 to the growth medium thus creates a large enough Ca 2+ gradient from the outside, through the cytoplasm and across the ER membrane to allow a sufficient amount of Ca 2+ to enter the ER lumen, to allow growth and suppress UPR. It has previously been shown that mutations in ATP2A2 can result in leaky SERCA2 proteins 82 . Under normal physiological conditions Ca 2+ would leak out of the ER since the Ca 2+ concentration in the ER is generally much greater than that of the cytosol. Under our growth conditions, the electrochemical gradient supports Ca 2+ influx into the ER, and Ca 2+ leakage out of the ER thus seems unlikely. Misfolding itself could theoretically trigger UPR by bona-fide misfolding (through the phylogenetically conserved Ire1 and BiP [83] [84] [85] or by sequestering BiP and thereby increasing Ca 2+ leakage through translocons 80, 86, 87 . As leakage out of ER is unlikely, UPR in our experiments most likely reflect misfolding of the expressed HHD-hSPCA1a variants.
Amino acids 723 to 729 (723-MNFPNPL-729, located in the TM5-TM6 loop (luminal loop 3), expose the most probable BiP binding site ( Supplementary Fig. S15 and Fig. 1) . It is therefore possible that structural perturbations in hSPCA1a due to amino acid substitutions may expose this BiP binding site and induce UPR. Supplementary Fig. S16 shows that TM5, along with TM7, is predicted to have the highest number of helix-helix contacts (7) of the 10 TM helices present in hSPCA1a. Thus mutations that affect membrane organization of TM helices 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9 or 10 could potentially interfere with TM5 and expose the BiP binding site. This may explain why HHD causing amino acid substitutions do not cluster in any particular parts of the hSPCA1 protein.
The UPR induced by homozygous expression of wt ATP2C1a is low and on par with that observed for the endogenous Pmc1 or Pmr1 expressed from the same vector, demonstrating that heterologous expression of the human wt ATP2C1a does not cause any significant increase in UPR (Fig. 14) . High UPR is induced irrespective of the ability of the specific HHD variant to complement the growth phenotype of the yeast host cell ( Table 1) , showing that information on Ca 2+ /Mn 2+ ATPase activity may not be sufficient to identify the cause of HHD. The fact that our data do not demonstrate any correlation between Ca 2+ ATPase activity and induction of UPR further supports that it is most likely protein misfolding that is the cause of UPR induction. It may seem contradictory that some HHD hSPCA1a variants induce the unfolded protein response but at the same time show complementation. However, this may reflect the folding efficiency of each variant as we do not know how many functional hSPCA1 proteins are required for complementation.
The fact that most HHD-mutations do indeed induce UPR when expressed by themselves shows the relevance of our yeast model as a background-free model organism for HHD, since this effect would not be picked up in cells that harbor endogenous Ca 2+ -ATPases. While homozygous expression of HHD-hSPCA1a points to misfolding as the most probable cause for UPR induction, the results of the heterozygous co-expression of HHD-mutant ATP2C1a with either wt ATP2C1a or wt ATP2A2b seems to point towards Ca 2+ -dyshomeostasis in the ER as the cause for UPR. ER Ca 2+ dyshomeostasis and protein folding are in fact highly interconnected, since ER chaperone function and thus protein folding, is indeed highly dependent on Ca 2+ in the ER 88 . In tissues or part of tissues, where Ca 2+ is naturally low, ER Ca 2+ could become so low to cause the slightly more unstable HHD-SPCA1 to misfold and induce UPR. This could then initiate a negative spiral of less Ca 2+ resulting in more unfolded proteins and so on. A consequence of UPR in mammalian cells is attenuation of translation and thus a reduction in the amount of protein entering the ER. This could reduce the number of active Ca 2+ -ATPases further acerbating the Ca 2+ loss in the secretory pathway. Another consequence could be interference with production of proteins located in desmosomes, which often appear defective in HHD 89 .
The physiological role of both UPR and mislocalization in HHD keratinocytes remains to be investigated, but our data suggest that both could become a factor under low Ca 2+ conditions in the ER.
An interesting phenotype displayed by several of the investigated mutations is sensitivity to Ca 2+ as these mutants grew better in galactose medium containing a little BAPTA than in the same media containing 20 mM CaCl 2 or 0 mM BAPTA. The latter medium is not supplemented with Ca 2+ and thus only contains Ca 2+ present as contamination in the agar and other media constituents. Ca 2+ sensitivity has previously been described for yeast pmr1 mutants 39, 40, 90 and pmc1 mutants 40,60,91 but at much higher Ca 2+ concentrations (200 mM) and both single mutants grow well at 100 mM CaCl 2 40 . pmc1Δ pmr1Δ cnb1Δ yeast have previously been shown to grow well at 20 mM CaCl 2 60 and up to 200 mM CaCl 2
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. The negative control (empty vector) did not display Ca 2+ sensitivity in our experiments. Addition of 20 mM CaCl 2 to the medium did not have an effect in the presence of glucose (i.e. when ATP2C1 is not expressed). Interestingly, only the replicative variants displayed Ca 2+ sensitivity on media containing galactose and 20 mM CaCl 2 , indicating that it is the combination of high expression and the specific HHD variant that is responsible for this phenotype, as neither expression of wt nor the negative control conferred any Ca 2+ sensitivity. We did not observe a clear correlation between Ca 2+ sensitivity and other phenotypes investigated in our study and it is thus difficult to draw any conclusions on what may cause the observed Ca 2+ sensitivity. However, keratinocytes defective in hSPCA1 display an inability to properly accumulate Ca 2+ upon increases in extracellular Ca 2+2, 16 , and a similar observation has also been made with yeast defective in Pmr1 29, 90 . Ca 2+ sensitivity has even been suggested to be the most relevant phenotype for yeast pmr1 mutants in resembling keratinocyte pathology 29 .
In conclusion, results obtained in our yeast model system demonstrate that while the phenotypes exposed by our panel of HHD mutants are very diverse, UPR induction (12 out of 14) and Mn 2+ sensitivity (12 out of 14) are the two most dominating phenotypes. This may indicate that HHD disease is a conformational disease and Mn 2+ homeostasis may be more affected than Ca 2+ homeostasis. A new approach towards treatment of HHD may thus focus on development of chemical chaperones to combat the hSPCA1 folding problems we have demonstrated. 
Methods
Yeast strains. The yeast strain K616 (ade2Δ1 can1-100 his3Δ 11.15 leu2Δ 3.112 trp1Δ 1 ura3Δ 1 pmc1::TRP1 pmr1::HIS3 cnb1::LEU2) 60 was a kind gift from Kyle Cunningham, John Hopkins University, USA. Strain PAP4920 was generated by insertion of an unfolded protein response reporter, UPR-lacZ, into the ade2Δ1 locus of K616. Strain PAP9588 was constructed by inserting a nourseothricin resistance gene from plasmid pAG25 86 into the TRP1 gene of PAP4920 by homologous recombination. The UPR-lacZ reporter is identical to that previously described 58 except that the ADE2 marker substituted for the LYS2 marker. PAP1500 (α ura3-52 trp1:: GAL10-GAL4 lys2-801 leu2Δ1 his3Δ200 pep4::HIS3 prb1Δ1.6 R can1 GAL) has been described previously 65 . Yeast strain Y04534 (BY4741; MATa; ura3Δ0; leu2Δ0; his3Δ1; met15Δ0; YGL167c::kanMX4) was purchased from Euroscarf. Plasmid constructions. The replicative Gateway ® compatible expression vector pPAP4997 was generated by insertion of a SacI-attR1-ccdB-Cm R -attR2-HindIII fragment PCR amplified from pDEST15 (Invitrogen, USA) into similarly digested pEMBLyex4 93 . The integrative Gateway ® compatible expression vector pPAP5480 was constructed by relegation of MfeI digested pPAP4997. The replicative Gateway ® compatible expression plasmids pPAP7177 and pPAP8754 were constructed by replacing the URA3 gene in pPA4997 with the ADE2 gene or the TRP1 gene, respectively.The integrative Gateway ® compatible expression vector pPAP7010 was generated by inserting an ApaI-CYC-GAL-promoter-attR1-ccdB-Cm R -attR2-BglII PCR fragment amplified from pPAP4997 into ApaI, BamHI digested pRS402 94 . Plasmids expressing either wt or amino acid substituted human hSPCA1a were generated by overlap extension PCR 95 using an ATP2C1a cDNA clone obtained from Invitrogen, USA.
Final PCR products were transferred by Gateway ® Technology to pDONOR221 (Invitrogen, USA). After confirmation of the correct nucleotide sequence, all ATP2C1 alleles were transferred to pPAP4997 and pPAP5480 by LR-recombination. wt ATP2C1 was furthermore LR recombined into pPAP7010, pPAP7177 and pPAP8754. C-terminal in frame fusions to yEGFP 96 was created by in vivo homologous recombination in yeast between SacI or HindIII digested ATP2C1 expression plasmids and yEGFP PCR fragments. C-terminal tagging of wt ATP2C1 with BFP was generated by in vivo homologous recombination in yeast between SalI, HindIII digested pPAP8754, a wt ATP2C1 PCR fragment and a codon optimized BFP (Gateway ® TagBFP-AS-C, Evrogen, Russia) PCR fragment.
Complementation on agar plates. Yeast cells inoculated from −80 °C stock were grown at 30 °C in liquid synthetic minimal medium containing 2% glucose as sole carbon source and 20 mM CaCl 2 . Cultures maintained in the exponential growth phase were harvested, washed five times in sterile 18 mΩ water and subsequently re-suspended in 18 mΩ water to an OD 450 = 0.5. 7 µl of this cell-suspension was spotted on minimal plates containing galactose as sole carbon source (SG plates) and either 20 mM CaCl 2 , BAPTA or 
Growth of cells for quantitative fluorescence and UPR-lacZ measurements.
Yeast cells were grown in SD medium supplemented with 20 mM CaCl 2 and washed five times in 18 mΩ H 2 O. Each culture was used to inoculate shake flasks containing 50 ml of galactose minimal medium and either 20 mM CaCl 2 , 0 mM CaCl 2 or 0.06 mM BAPTA to OD 450 = 0.05. Shake flask were inoculated at 15 °C, 20 °C, 25 °C, 30 °C or 35 °C. Cultures were harvested when OD 450 reached 1 to 1.5, washed in 18 mΩ H 2 O and immediately frozen at −80 °C. Crude yeast membranes and cytosolic fractions were isolated as previously described 65 . Protein and enzymatic assays. Protein concentrations in cytosolic-and membrane preparations were determined by the BCA method 97 according to the manufacturer's specifications (Sigma-Aldrich, USA). β-galactosidase activities were determined in purified cytosolic preparations as described previously 58 .
Bioimaging of live yeast cells. C-terminally GFP/BFP tagged hSPCA1a proteins, N-terminally BFP tagged SERCA2b and FM4-64 stained cells 98 were visualized at 1,000 x magnification with a Nikon Eclipse E600 fluorescence microscope equipped with an Optronics Magnafire model S99802 camera attached or a Leica SP5-X confocal microscope.
Quantification of ATP2C1a-GFP protein.
The density of ATP2C1a-GFP protein in crude yeast membranes was quantified using a standard curve made from purified GFP protein as described previously 99 . Bioinformatics. Prediction of BIP binding sites in ER resident parts of ATP2C1was performed according to Blond-Elguindi et al. 100 . ER resident parts were identified by the TMHMM software 101 while potential interactions between transmembrane helixes were predicted by the TMHIT program 102 .
